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Abstract. Suppose that SJ, . . . . SN are collections of sllbsets of X 1, . . . . XN, respectively, such 
that ni subsets belonging to Se and no fewer, cover Xi f all i. ‘!%e main result of this paper 
is t 
l# 
at to cover Xl X . . . X X, requires no fewer than $ 
+Lni subsets of the form A 1 X . . . X AN, where Ai E 
.=J (ni- 1) + 1 and no more than 
for all i. Moreover, these bounds cannot 
“t be improved. Identical bounds for the spanning number ’ f :i no:mal product of graphs are also 
obtained. . 
Let S be a collection of subsets of a set X such that their union is X. 
Define c(X;S), the covering number of X wi;h rLhspect to S, to be the 
minimal number of elements of S whose union 14 X. We will always assume 
that this number exists. If S,, . . . . SN are collect%,ns of subsets of 
Xl , . . ..XN. respectively, define a colk.:tion S, >/, .. X SN of subsets 
of the Cartesian product X, X . . . X XN by 
SIX . ..XS.=i~lX...XA,IAiESi,i=l,...,N). 
This gaper is ccncerned with the dependence of 
c(X~ X . . . X XN ; Sl X . . . X SN) on the C(Xi;Si). 
It is easy to see that 
c(Xr x . . . x X,,;S, x . . . 
Moreover, this bound cannot be improved, since equality holds when- 
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ever each Xi consists of it’s points and the subsets in Si consists of single 
points. We will prove that 
c(X, x . . . x x* ; s, x . . . x S,) 2 g1 (&q;q)-1) +l, 
and that this bound cannot be improved. 
The last part of this paper de& with normal products of graphs. Let 
us recall that if G, , . . . . GN are giraphs, their normal product G, X . ..X GN 
is defined as the graph having as its nodes ordered IV-tuples (aI , . . ..aN j; 
where ai is a node of Gi for i = B, . . . . N, and where two nodes (aI , .,., CL& 
and (6 [, . . . . biv) are connected 71y an edge if 2nd only if they are distinct 
and fo i each i either Qi =t bi or q is connected to b,- by an edge of Gi. A 
talon is defined as a node togetiler with all nodes that are connected to it 
by an edgt:. The spanning number p(G) (also called the coefficient of 
externial stability El] ) of a gra$l G is the smallest number of talons that 
cover (contain every node of) GS Clearly 
@(G, x . . . x GN) I 6 p(G,:\. 
i=l 
We will prove that 
&G, x . ..x G,)>fi @(Gi)-l)+ 1 - irtl 
and that this bound cannot be iimproved. 
This paper may be regarded as the dual to the work of Erdiis, McEli- 
ece, and Taylor [ 2 J . If ar(G) is the independence number (maximal 
number of tnodes uch that no two are connected by an edge, also 
called the coefficient of interna! stability [ 1 ] ) of a graph G, then they 
proved that 
a(G1 x . . . x,G’,) 5 N(lbi@) -1. 1, . . ..&G& + 1,2)- 1, 
where iV(k, , . . _ , kN ,2) is a Ramsey number [3 3 (it is easy to see that 
a(Gt x .., x GN) 2 I-l& CY(G#. Moreover, they showed that this 
bound is cpilmal. 
Lemma1.c(XX Y;SX 7)&(X;S)+c(Y;T)--1. 
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Proof. We use induction cn c(X X Y; S X 7). If it equals 1, then c(X;S) = 
c(Y; 7) = 1, and Lhe lemma is true. Suppose now that c(XX Y;S X T) > 1 
and that the lemma is true for all smaller ‘i/alues. In that case at least 
one of c(X;S) and c(Y; 7’), say the former, is > 1. Let Ai X Bi for i = 
1 3 l **9 c(X X Y; S X 7’) be a minimal covering of X X Y by subsets from 
S X T. Consider 
X’=X\A,, S’= {A\A,iAES}. 
The sets (Ai\.Ar ) X Bi for 2 <,’ i <, c(X X Y ;S X ‘T’J belzlng to S’ X T 
and cover A” X Y, so that 
c(XX Y;Sx T)r c(X’X Y;S'x: T)+ 1. 
We conclude the proof by applying the induction hypothesis to 
c(X’ X Y;S’ X 7’) and using the fact that c(X’ ;S') 2 c(X;S) - 1. 
Theorem 2. We hilr~~ 
(1) C(X1 X ..*XXN;S, X .mmXS~j>,f~ (C(Xi;Sj)-1)+ 19 
Moreover, ifnI, . . . . nN are POSitiVe integers, #?e?2 there are st?ts XI , . . . , xN 
with collections of subsets S,, . . . . SN, respectiveEv, SUC& that C(Xi ; Si> = 
ni fcr all i atid 
CQxl X . ..X X,;Sl X . ..X S,)=~ 
E= 1 
(t:i-l)+ 1. 
Proof. Lemma 1 states that (1) is valid for IV = 2. Suppose now that it 
is true for N. Then, applying Lemma 1, we obtain 
+ C(q+L!.l ; qy+l) - 1 
Ncl 
2 x (c(X/;Si)--l)+ 1, 
i= 1 
and so (1) is true for A i- 1. Wence it is true for aH. Iv. 
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Let n = g I (ni - 1) f 1. In view of (I), to prove the second part it 
will suffice to exhibit Xi ;md Si such that c(Xj ; 5)) = vi for all i and 
C(XI >i ...x xhf ; s, x . ..x S*) 5 m 
For i < i 5 N define M(o = (a#) to be an n X Cn_‘&+,) matrix such 
that its columrs consist of all possible arrangements of%-ni + 1 l’s and 
ni- 1 0’s. The :z 4 Xi will consists of the integers from 1 to (n_‘&+l ), 
and the family 21$ will consist of n subsets Ai, lI, . . . , A,, formed as fol- 
lows: k E A,i if and only if $\ = 1. 
Fhst we show that c(Xi; Sii = ni. Let any yti-- 1 sets from Si be given. 
BecaLase of the construction the remaining n-r+ + 1 sets have a point 
x E .U; in common. Since x belongs to exactly n--Hi + 1 sets from Si, 
howe%ser, it does not belong to any of the given ni - 1 sets. Tberefore 
thesca zni - 1 sets do not cover Xi. On the other hand, if any ni subsets 
from Si a;te given, then every point x E Xi is contained in at least one 
of them since it is car tained in n-ni + 1 subsets from Si and aside from 
the given ones there are only n-ni subsets remaining. Therefore 
C(.Xj ; Si) = Fli. 
No*w consider the sets 
xj=A,jX...xA,j 
I , 
for j =:: 1, ..,, n. Suppose x =(x1, . . . . x&E X,X . ..X XN. Since 
Ci:x4~j)= C (j:Xi4Aij), 
i=l , 
we obtain 
We conclude that x E A” for at least one j. Therefore the sets zj cover 
X, X .(. .X Xn, , and so c(J’r X ,.. X a& ; S, X . . . X +) 5 h. This completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 3. [f G r, . . . . GA- are graphs and p(C) &notes the spanning mm- 
ber of a graph C, then 
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Moreover, given a pzy positive integers iul l,, . . ., nN , them are graphs 
c, , . . . . GN with fi(Gi) = nJ for i = 1, . . . . N and 
~(G,x .,.X GN)=fi (ni- I)+ 1 . 
i=l 
Proof. Inequality (2) follows immediately from (I ), since for each t we 
can take X,! to consist of the nodes of Gi and Si to consist of the 
talons of Gi. To carry out the.proof of the last part of this theorem we 
will use the auxiliary result below. The restriction IYZ > 3k is introduced 
to simplify the proof of the lemma, at a slight cost in complicating the 
proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 4. If n and k are positive integers such that n 3 3k, then there 
exists a graph G with o(G) = k which has a subset of n talons such that 
every nod’e of G belongs to at least n - k + 1 o$ these specified n talons. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3 let 12 1, . . . , nN be given positive 
integers. Let us choose a positive integer such that if 
II = f 
i=l 
(Fli - 1) + 1 + r , 
then n > 3rZi f’or i = 1, . . . . IV and r’l > 6. Define nj = 2 for i = IV f 1, . . . , 
N + r. By Lemma 4, there exists for each i, from 1 to IV -I- r, a graph 
Gi with fl( Ci) = IZ~ and which has a subset of n tal’ons A, 1, . . . , <Ai, 10 such 
that every qode of Gj belongs to at least yt-ni + 1 of these talsorts. Bt 
now follows, as in Theorem 2, that the n talons 
;ii = Al,j X ..a X 14,+r, jp j = 1, . . ..n , 
cover G, X _.. X GN+r, wti& implies that 
But from I(‘)) we find thcit 
B(Gl X . ..X @iJ+r)rP(Gl X . ..X GN)+P(([;~al x ...’ G~+r)l- 1 
2 P(G,X...X G&+(r+ I)-- 1, 
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and so 
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p(G, x . ..X GN)5 5 (ni-- I)+ 1 , _ i-1 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let n and li satisfy the conditions of this lemma. 
Define m = KI if n-k is even and m = n + 1 if n-k is odd. Let the nodes 
of C’ be {I, . . . . (m-T+1 ,_ V . As in Theorem 2 we construct an m X (m _Mk+l ) 
matrix M = (Q) such that its columns are all the possible arrangements 
of m-k+ 1 l’s and k- 1 0’s. This time, however, we also require that 
the’ first m columns form a 5rculant submatrix (i.e., one in which the 
(i + I jst row is obtained by shifting the ith row cyclically one place to 
the right) of the form 
11...10...01...1 
II.... lO...Ol..l 
1. ..lO.. .Ol. ..,l 
To complete the definition of G, for each i from 1 to m connect the 
nodeito the.nodejcl_<j<( _ m _T+ t)) by an edge if and only if i#j and ai,, = 1. 
Since M’ is symmetric, the talons with centers at l(i<m) consist precisely of 
those nodes j for which aii = 1. We will call them the “large talons”. In 
addition we have many “small talons” which have centers ;it ‘i, where 
2: > m. A small talon with center at i contains the node i and m-k + 1 
nodes j for j :g m. Since each node of G is in m-k + 1 of xhe large talons, 
and m = II or n + ‘I, we may choose any n of the m large talons and ihen 
every node of G will ‘be in at Seast n-k + I of these selected talons. 
Thus we need cnl:y to show &G) = hz Since any k large talons cover G 
(as shown in Theorem 2), wt: know that /3(G) <, Ic. 
If P(G) < /1:, then some k -- 1 taEons cover G. Suppose r of them are 
large talons. Then r 5, k-2, since we know from Theorem 2 that it re- 
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quires k IiN@ tall3ns to cover 4;. Moreover, k 2 3, since if k = 2 then 
there are no smil talons. We can choose ~-4 4 1 large talons from the 
yn-r remaining ones in (mmi:r) ways. c\ ,.c’e -I+ m-k + 1 large talons 
have a unique node in common, which I I, I . my other large talon, 
this gives (*!;;I ) nodes not covered by %(* ;J.Y. large talons. 
Suppose r = k-2. This means that on; 3l s?. I 1 a has to cover 
(z$:) = m-k + 2 nodes. Since exactly 0;:~ 1 ’ ;. i with i > m be- 
l&es to any small talon, the k - 2 given 1::: c as had to leave Is-t-k 
+l nodesjwithjg m not covered. But .A’. .;ir lrge talon covers 
m-k + 1 of the nodes j withj <, m, rtrci ?I , ;, ‘,\ 7: our k-2 >, 1 large 
talons leave unccvered no more than k-- 1 ~5.. ii vo&s. Since m > 3k, this 
leads to a contradiction. 
Suppose Y< k-2. The k- 1 --Y small talons cover at most 
(k- 1 -P) (m-k + 2) nodes, while the r large !zlons leave (mm-i: r) nodes 
not covered. However, for ?-s k-3 and n;! > Z k, 
(M mill ) > W-r- 1) (m-k + 2;: , 
this again a contradiction, the proof. 
a concluding we would I:C; poye interesting 
problem. G is graph, r(G), clique c(;ivering is defined 
be the number of (comp?te subgraphs) cover 
G. is the possible lower for ?(G 1 X . . . X GN ) in terms 
of the 7(G,)? It is not the same as in the ~2s:’ of the spanning numbers, 
since if “y(Gl) = 2, then it can be easily shovw:l that r(G,X G2) =r 2y(G,). 
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